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Are (bio) physical knowledge necessary for nurses? (Selected results of written test)
Zuzana Balazsiova
Comenius University, Slovak Republic

Objective: The aim of our research was to determine technological and physical literacy of nurses i.e., 266 external students of 
Master’s study.

Methods: Original written test was used. Questions were based on nursing practice. Tasks could be solved using the nursing or 
physical knowledge. It has been validated by High school curriculum and curricula of Slovak Medical Faculties.

Results: Only 31.9% of respondents said that drugs with identical active principle in different solvents can be dosed differently. 
In our view this result is alarming given the current Government drug policy aimed at the use of cheaper generic drugs. It is 
likely that the reason for this result is the fact that the teaching of subject Nursing Procedure and Equipment is more focused on 
the technical implementation of drug administration, not on the physical properties of liquids (medicines) and their possible 
changes. This topic should be the subject of teaching in biophysics. Disturbing is the fact that almost 70% of all respondents did 
not know correctly or at all determine required information from the patient temperature curve record. More than a quarter 
of all respondents (27.45%) have no knowledge that the width sphygmomanometer cuff affects the result of measurement of 
blood pressure patient. Blood pressure measurement is included among basic nursing skills in all hospital wards and clinics. 
Therefore sister should perfectly control this activity in any situation.

Conclusion: Subject biophysics is taught in the 1st term of Bachelor’s study in Nursing. Nevertheless, the research results show 
that nurses have poor knowledge of physics, theory of measurement and devices used in nursing practice or they do not know 
to use their knowledge for solving model problem task.
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